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Abstract
The last twenty years have seen, especially for residential buildings, the development and prototyping of several digitally
manufactured light timber frame construction systems, that take advantage of digital fabrication techniques for the entire
construction process, from design to construction. Today, there is a pressing need to provide spatial configurations that let users
modify the internal distribution according to the changing of their needs over time. Following this research path, the proposed work
aims to verify the degree of changeability and reversibility of these systems. These systems are compared in relation to the specific
construction solutions adopted, the fabrication and assembly process used, the amount and variety of variables that affect the
project workflow and other parameters. The results converge in a table that highlights the advantageous and the negative aspects
which facilitate or affect the assembly - disassembly process and the flexibility of the systems to meet the changing needs of users.
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Background
In the light of the environmental challenges that architecture
is facing, wood is no longer considered antiquated and nostalgic,
but increasingly recognized as one of the most promising building
materials for the future (Menges et al., [1]). Current climate
objectives tend to reduce the negative impact of buildings or at
most aim for a “neutral” energy balance, but it is becoming clear
that buildings must go beyond reducing environmental impact and
have positive environmental effects (Naboni and Havinga, [2]).
Therefore, the urgency to reduce the waste of energy and resources
in the world of AEC and to design buildings that become part of the
solutions to climate change, has made the use of wood current again.
The world architectural panorama is full of examples that show the
potential of combining contemporary production processes with
an ancient and traditional material such as wood. Is a fact that
technologically advanced wood-based materials have amplified
the spectrum of possible applications for timber constructions.
(Hudert and Pfeiffer, 2019). Equally, fundamental contribution was
given by digital design, simulation and fabrication.
Digital fabrication (Dunn, [3]) is not a new phenomenon ,as CAD
and CAM processes have been used in engineering and industrial
sector since the second half of 20th century. What is recent is its
application in architecture. The possibility of translating with
fluidity from the design generation to the construction, through
Copyright © All rights are reserved by Luigi Alini.

a continuous prototyping and fabrication, “has precipitated a
transformation in design disciplines, as it allows the designer to
engage with the entire process from concept to final product in an
unprecedented manner” (ibidem, 2012).

As Iwamoto (2009) explains, “Architects have been drawing
digitally for nearly thirty years. CAD programs have made two
dimensional drawing efficient, easy to edit, and, with a little practice,
simple to do. Yet for many years, as the process of making steadily
shifted from being analog to digital, the design of buildings did
not really reflect the change. CAD replaced drawing with a parallel
rule and lead pointer, but buildings looked pretty much the same.
This is perhaps not so surprising - one form of two-dimensional
representation simply replaced another. It took three- dimensionalcomputer modelling and digital fabrication to energize design
thinking and expand the boundaries of architectural form and
construction.”
The work of leading European research groups,as the Gramazio
Kohler Research, ETH Zürich, Switzerland, the IBOIS Laboratory
for Timber Construction, EPFL, Switzerland and the Institute
for Computational Design, University of Stuttgart, Germany, in
computational design and digital fabrication has increasingly
shifted the advancements of timber construction in architecture
(Menges et al., [1]).
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Digital Light Timber Frame Constructions Within this framework, since the beginning of 21st century, have been developed
CNC-milled timber frame construction systems, especially for residential buildings. Using the technologies of industrial production
has opened a new, increasingly widespread, “field of action” which
also affects residential architecture. These innovative construction systems exploit the potential of engineered wood, especially
thin-laminated panels, including plywood and LVL (Laminated
Veneer Lumber), and the industrial processing to obtain building
“products” quickly, efficiently and inexpensively, but with design
and construction quality equal to more traditional systems.

The design outcomes and the constructive solutions adopted are
various, as well as the motivations behind these experimentations
and the objectives that each one has set. In the case of Wiki House
project (Wiki House, 2021), literally an open- source building
system, the concept of “personal fabrication” (Gershenfeld, [4]) is
taken to extremes. Applying the open-source logic also to buildings,
architecture becomes a resource accessible to a community that
shares information and design solutions. Each user can customize
the project in relation to his specific needs and conditions, even to
being able to “self-produce” his own home (Parvin, [5]). The sharing
community is the focus. As Parvin affirms (Zara [6]), “You design to
solve the problem where you are and then share the solution. Share
globally, build locally”. Besides, he explains (Parvin, [7]) “In the last
two decades the web has transformed our economy and society. In
the next it will also transform the way we produce and understand
our built environment”, underling the transition from what is known
as the Third Industrial Revolution (Naboni and Paoletti, [8]) to the
fourth or “Industry 4.0”.From another point of view, Facit Homes
project (Facit Homes, 2021) proposes a system that, unlike existing
prefabricated housing models, allows each project to be entirely
tailored to the end user, maintaining a more traditional client /
architect relationship. The company represents the customer’s
sole interlocutor, managing the entire design, production and
construction process internally and bringing together all the skills.
Each project is driven by site, environmental conditions and local
planning requirements, rather than based on standard “types” or
customizable templates. Parametric design, Building Information
Modelling (BIM) and digital fabrication are some of the tools that
allowed this tailored approach, the working methodology that Facit
calls the „D-Process‟.(Bell and Simpkin, 2013).

One of the first experimentation, the Instant House project
(Botha and Sass 2006) aims to create customized accommodations
with a variety of design for communities in emergency, quickly
produced with CNC machinesand a traditional construction
material as wood (Sass and Botha, [9]). A different approach led
to the development of Veneer Home (Veneer House, 2021). This
project intends to provide an alternative and innovative way of
rebuilding in the wake of natural disasters, with the facility of
transportation of engineered wood products, the application of
ancient knowledge in wood carpentry, and the advantages of digital
fabrication (Kobayashi and O‟Keefe, [10]).
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Materials and Methods
The digital prefabrication does not imply homogenization and
standardization. As Boarin states, “Despite prefabrication principles,
building design continues to be customized: structural components
are prefabricated but the project does not become standardized”
(Boarin et al., [11]). Furthermore, the digital processes allow to
take into account and to control all those parameters that confer
peculiarity and uniqueness to each project (Bell, Naboni and
Paoletti, [8]). So key concepts in architecture come into play, such
as adaptability and flexibility. According to Schneider and Till,
flexibility “can be defined as housing that is designed for choice at
the design stage (…) or designed for change over its lifetime. (…)
The degree of flexibility is determined in two ways. First the inbuilt opportunity for adaptability, defined as „capable of different
social uses‟, and second the opportunity for flexibility, defined as
„capable of different physical arrangements‟” (Schneider and Till,
2005). This is related to the fact that today, there is a pressing need
to provide spatial configurations that let users modify the internal
distribution according to the changing of their needs over time:
“If one considers the rapid changes happening in the world today
in terms of lifestyles, housing forms, and demographics (…) then
it is clear that inflexible housing layouts are not sustainable in the
long term” (Drexler, [12]). On the other hand, adaptability refers
to the concepts of personalization, that is a tailored project based
on the user requirements, and of customization, if is the user to
modify something to suit a particular need. The theme is not new,
as the work of Walter Segal shows (Brome [13]; Schneider and Till,
[14];Parvin [5]), however is back current (Drexler, 2019). Another
important factor is the concept of assembly and disassembly,
which impact the degree of flexibility of a construction system. As
declared in the The DfMA Housing Manual, “Breaking the product
into modular components (…) allows the work to be done in stages,
with more complex, standardized, precise work done by machines
and assembly teams in advance in factory conditions, where the
product can be checked for quality. The parts can then be rapidly
assembled” (Open System Lab [15]). The building is designed for
assembly and disassembly.

Following the mentioned research path, the proposed work
intends to evaluate the degree of changeability and reversibility
of some digitally fabricated timber construction systems and to
evaluate how much the systems mentioned above allow to modify
the interior layout configurations, not only in the design phase,
but also in the operational phase. A wide-ranging survey of the
systems and prototypes developed by academic research centres,
professional firms and non-profit R&D laboratories has been
conducted. Is reported the cases of Instant House, one of the first
systems, developed in 2005 by Marcel Botha, Lawrence D. Sass
at the Department of Architecture, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (Sass and Botha, [9]). Among the other systems, are
mentioned: Facit Home, by Facit Homes (2007, UK) and its danish
version, by Een Til Een (2011, DK); Click-Raft, by CMA+U (2008,
NZ); Wiki House, by Open Systems Lab (2011, UK); its branches
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developed in other countries, as Wiki House NZ (2012, NZ) and
Wiki House NL (2011, NL); U-Build, by Studio Bark (2011, UK).
Then, three case studies are selected, for the different system
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typologies, contests and aims that they represent. They are, in
alphabetical order: Facit Home, see Figures 1a - 1b, Veneer House
,see Figures 2a - 2b, and Wiki House, see Figures 3a - 3b. Comparison
and assessment

Figure 1a: Facit Home: System.

Figure 1b: Facit Home: Chassis.
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Figure 2a: Maeamihama Veneer House: Assembled System.

Figure 2b: Maeamihama Veneer House: System Detail.

Figure 3a: Wiki House - Micro House: Wren Assembled System.
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Figure 3b: Wiki House - Micro House: Wren Portal Frame Detail.

Table 1: Case study: overview.

These systems are compared in relation to the specific
construction solutions adopted, the fabrication and assembly
process used, the amount and variety of variables that affect the
project workflow and other parameters. Data are deduced from
publications, company’s websites, interviews, architecture web
journals, conference talks. At first, general data are given, in order
to contextualize the systems, for team that designed them, location
in which they are developed and countries where they are built. In
addition, a keynote for each is underlined, as to rapidly understand

the core of each, see Table 1. Subsequently, each construction system
is deeply analyzed on the basis of technological and structural
aspects, materials, type of connections and all those parameters
that let understand the breakdown of each construction. Besides,
are presented data referring to all kind of building components
that are possible or not to implement with the structure, for
comprehending which are the alternatives possible and what is the
grade of integration and flexibility, see Table 2.
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Table 2: Technological and Structural Data.

Table 3: Digital Fabrication and Assembyl Process.
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The further step is to compare the technologies from the point
of view of the production and construction and for all those aspects
related to the digital fabrication process: software and machine
used, staff required for production and for assembly, storage of
milled elements, fabrication and construction site. Besides, are
considered those parameters that affects the assembly process, see
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Table 3. Finally, an assessment is presented for evaluating the grade
of flexibility and adaptability of these innovative technologies:
referring to the realized projects and reported cases, a greater or
lesser degree is expressed according to the correspondence to a
given property, see Table 4.

Table 4: Flexibility Assessment.

Results and Conclusion
The results converge in a table that highlights the advantageous
and the negative aspects which facilitate or affect system
disassembly, so that the individual construction elements can be
moved or replaced locally without involving interventions on large
portions of the building. A result that the analysis shows is that the
Facit system is configured as the most personalized one, precisely
because it is designed as a product of industrial craft, truly tailored
to the user. It is efficient, sustainable; everything is controlled and
integrated to contain costs, reduce time and avoid unexpected
errors. On the other hand, being tailored to a specific user, it is
not suited for changes in the long term. Another observation is
that the more the system is complex, the more special pieces are
needed; therefore, the greater the customization that determines
this complexity, the less easy it will be to collect or replace the
pieces after a possible disassembly (Kobayashi [16,10]. In closing,
the case studies analyzed show a high degree of adaptability, which
lies in their extreme ability to respond to multiple parameters, to

the most various needs of users and to different site conditions:
this adaptability must, however, be understood in the sense of
“designed for choice at the design stage” (Schneider and Till, [14]).
Reporting what Kobayashi claims, as this “technology continues to
develop, the quantity and variety of its potential applications grows
apace[17-25]. The agility of the technology helps it to adapt and
grow along with the changing demand and conditions we have
come to expect” (Kobayashi [10]).
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